Dissemination of research results
Invited plenaries, invited talks and paper presentations at conferences and university departments in chronological and alphabetical order

2006


Bartning, Inge: “The advanced learner variety: 10 years later”. Plenary lecture at the conference Revisiting the advanced learner, Aston University, Birmingham, June 2006.


Bartning, Inge & Hyltenstam, Kenneth: “The research programme High-Level Proficiency in Second Language Use”. Invited talk at the European Science Foundation Workshop Bridging the gap between second language acquisition research and language testing, Amsterdam, February 2006.


Hyltenstam, Kenneth: “Approaches and methods in SLA research”. Invited talk at the workshop Second Language Theory and Methods, University of the Western Cape, Cape Town, June 2006.


**2007**

Abrahamsson, Niclas: “Inlärningsålder, språkbegåvning och nästan infödd L2-behärskning”. Invited talk at the workshop Språktillägnande och kognition, Umeå University, April 2007.


Erman, Britt: “Formulaic language from a learner’s perspective”. Invited talk at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, April 2007.

Erman, Britt. “Formulaic language and collocations in terms of Mel’čuk’s lexical functions”. Invited talk at Universidad Católica de Chile, Santiago, Chile, October 2007.


Hancock, Victorine: “Forskning om andraspråk: inlärning som utveckling”. Invited talk and panel discussion on second language acquisition at Belgrade University, October 2007.


Abrahamsson, Niclas: “Ålder, språkbegåvning och nästan inföddnivå i andraspråket”. Invited talk at Kollokvium om andraspråksinlärning, Department of Linguistics and Philology and Department of Scandinavian Languages, Uppsala University, February 2008.


Abrahamsson, Niclas: “Age of onset and near-native ultimate attainment: on the role of language aptitude in early vs. late L2 acquisition”. Invited talk at Vaasa University, May 2008.


Fant, Lars: “Estructuras formulaicas y marcadores argumentativos en usuarios muy avanzados de EL2”. Invited talk at Dept. of Linguistic Sciences, Postgraduate program, Universidad Católica de Chile, December 2008.


Hyltenstam, Kenneth: “Research on polyglots”. Invited talk at the Centre for Arctic Medicine, The Thule Institute, University of Oulu, January 2008.


Hyltenstam, Kenneth: “Age of acquisition and nativelikeness in a second language”. Invited talk at the University of Maryland, College Park, November 2008.

Hyltenstam, Kenneth: “The role of language learning aptitude for near-native L2 attainment”. Invited talk at the University of Calgary, November 2008.


2009


Bijvoet, Ellen & Fraurud, Kari: “Constructions of own and others’ ways of speaking as resources for young people navigating in the linguistic space of Stockholm”. Talk at the 5th International Conference on Language Variation in Europe (ICLaVE5), Copenhagen, June 2009.


Erman, Britt & Forsberg, Fanny: “Pragmatisk kompetens hos avancerade andraspråksanvändare – förfrågningar på engelska och franska”. Invited talk at the Forskning i Andraspråk (FAS) seminar, Stockholm University, March 2009.

Fant, Lars: “Socio-pragmatic alignment among Swedish advanced users of L2 Spanish”. Invited talk at Dept. of Linguistic Sciences, Postgraduate program, Universidad Católica de Chile. June 2009.


Fant, Lars: “Advanced non-native users’ command of multi-word structures in L2 English, French and Spanish”. Invited talk at Linguistics Graduate Program, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, State University of Arizona at Tempe, October 2009.

Fant, Lars: “Cómo pedirle dos días de permiso al jefe: el alineamiento pragmático de usuarios avanzados de EL2”. Invited talk at Centro de Enseñanza de Lenguas Extranjeras, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM), October 2009.

Fant, Lars: “On multi-word structures in L1 and L2 talk”. Invited talk at Dept. of Linguistic Sciences, Postgraduate program, Universidad Católica de Chile, November 2009.

Hancock, Victorine: “Interaction en acquisition d’une langue seconde: traits typiques du français parlé L2”. Invited talk at Colloquium on Second Language Acquisition and French Spoken Language at the Department of French Language and Literature, Åbo Akademi, February 2009.

Hyltenstam, Kenneth: “Maturation, the critical period hypothesis, and second language acquisition”. Invited talk at NordLing Summer School on Language Contacts and Variation, University of Joensuu, June 2009.

Hyltenstam, Kenneth: “The notion of aptitude and near-native second language attainment”. Invited talk at NordLing Summer School on Language Contacts and Variation, University of Joensuu, June 2009.

Hyltenstam, Kenneth: “Polyglotism – exceptional language learning ability”. Invited talk at NordLing Summer School on Language Contacts and Variation, University of Joensuu, June 2009.

Hyltenstam, Kenneth: “‘Near-nativeness’ in a second language – a representational or a processing phenomenon?”. Paper presented at the 10th Nordic Conference on Bilingualism, University of Tartu, October 2009.

Hyltenstam, Kenneth: “Forskning om polyglotter”. Invited talk at the Scandinavian Division, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, November 2009.

Lindqvist, Christina: “Lexical cross-linguistic influences in advanced learners’ French L3 oral production”. Paper presented at the workshop The role of the background languages in third language acquisition: Romance languages as L1, L2 and L3, Stockholm University, February 2009.


2010


Abrahamsson, Niclas: “Some new and partially problematic data on age of onset, ultimate attainment, and language aptitude”. Invited talk at the UMD PhD program in second language acquisition, University of Maryland, March 2010.

Abrahamsson, Niclas: “Age, aptitude, and the incidence of nativelikeness in second language acquisition”. Invited talk at University of Maryland, March 2010.

Abrahamsson, Niclas: “A role for language aptitude in nativelike language acquisition and use”. Invited talk at the symposium Aptitude and individual differences, Second Language Research Forum (SLRF), University of Maryland, October 2010.


Forsberg Lundell, Fanny: "La petición en EL2. Consideraciones sociopragmáticas y fraseológicas.” Invited talk at Dept. of Linguistic Sciences, Universidad Católica de Chile, March 2010.


Hyltenstam, Kenneth: “Methods in investigating second language age of onset and ultimate attainment”. Invited talk at McGill University, Montreal, October 2010.

Lindqvist, Christina: “Advanced learners’ lexical choices in French L3 oral production”. Invited talk at University of Iowa, June 2010.


Shaw, Philip: “AAA project 4: English L2 receptive skills of Swedish biology students”. Invited talk at Århus University, January 2010.

2011


Abrahamsson, Niclas & Hyltenstam, Kenneth: “Age and aptitude correlates of individual differences in language acquisition and attrition”. Invited talk at Language Learning and Max Planck Institute Workshop on Individual Differences in SLA (organizer: Leah Roberts), Nijmegen, September 2011.


Fant, Lars: “Sobre el uso de la partículas discursivas entonces e igual en hablantes de ESL muy avanzados”. Paper presented at Coloquio Interfaces en el estudio del diálogo oral, Stockholm University, April 2011.


Fant, Lars: “Dimensões na comunicação intercultural”. Invited talk at Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, Programa de Pos-Graduação em Estudos Linguísticos, Belo Horizonte (Brazil), November 2011.

Fant, Lars: “Formeluttryck och diskursmarkörer i avancerad L2-användning: några forskningsfrågor med språkdidaktiska konsekvenser”. Invited talk at Umeå University, Dept. of Language Education, November 2011.


Forsberg Lundell, Fanny: “¿Qué se requiere para pasar por nativo? Un trabajo en curso sobre la actuación oral de usuarios muy avanzados de EL2”. Paper presented at Coloquio EIVES – Interfaces en el estudio del diálogo oral, Stockholm University, April 2011.


Hyltenstam, Kenneth: “Språkinlärning och tvåspråkighet – kritiska åldrar och kritiska perioder”. Invited talk at Forskarutbildningskurs i tvåspråkighet, Mälardalen University, Eskilstuna, April 2011.
Hyltenstam, Kenneth: “Methodological considerations on near-native second language speakers, attriters and native speakers”. Invited talk at the Hamburg Centre for Multilingualism and Language Contact, Hamburg University, May 2011.


Hyltenstam, Kenneth: “Researching polyglots”. Invited talk at the Hamburg Centre for Multilingualism and Language Contact, Hamburg University, May 2011.

Hyltenstam, Kenneth: “The native speaker as a methodological instrument - are there alternatives?”. Plenary lecture at the Language Learning Round Table Is there a future for the native speaker in SLA research?, pre-conference event of EUROSLA 21, Stockholm, September 2011.


Shaw, Philip & MacMillion, Alan: “The role of lower-order reaction times in L2 reading - and listening?”. Invited talk at City University of Hong Kong, March 2011.

2012


Bartning, Inge: “Peut-on atteindre le niveau d’un locuteur natif dans sa deuxième langue ?”. Plenary lecture at the conference Atelier sur l’évaluation du niveau des apprenants d’une L2, Université Paul Valéry Montpellier III, February 2012.


Gudmundson, Anna & Bardel, Camilla: “Come misurare la ricchezza lessicale dell’italiano L2? Metodi e misure”. Invited talk at Università per stranieri di Siena, April 2012.


Shaw, Philip: “Research Projects in EAP”. Invited talk at Malmö University, November 2012.

2013


Bardel, Camilla: “Inter- and intralingual influences in the oral production of Swedish L3 learners of Romance languages”. Invited talk at LiMA project, University of Hamburg, October 2013.


Fant, Lars: “Negotiating with the boss, as a high-proficient L2 user and as a native speaker”. Paper presented at 13th *International Pragmatics (IPrA) Conference*, New Delhi, September 2013.

Fant, Lars, Denke, Annika & Österberg, Rakel: “Negotiating with the boss, being a high-proficient L2 user or a native speaker”. Paper presented at *The High-level L2 conference – insights and perspectives*, Stockholm University, August 2013.


2014


Bartning, Inge & Forsberg Lundell, Fanny: “Est-il possible d’atteindre le niveau d’un locuteur natif dans une deuxième langue ?”. Invited talk at the Acquisition Seminar, CNRS, Université Paris VIII, April 2014.


Bylund, Emanuel: “Differences in L2 ultimate attainment: age of acquisition effects or effects of bilingualism”. Invited talk at Centre for Literacy and Multilingualism, University of Reading, April 2014.

Forsberg Lundell, Fanny: “Migrants culturels suédois à Paris - une contribution au débat au tour de étapes dites finales en acquisition L2”. Invited talk, Université de Perpignan, May 2014.


